Capabilities Statement

About Us

Velocity Micro is a privately held builder of high-performance custom desktop and laptop PCs based in Richmond, VA. Since being officially founded in 1997, Velocity Micro’s products have won over 75 Editors’ Choice awards for their stunning design, innovative engineering, remarkable performance, and impeccable craftsmanship. Velocity Micro now meets the needs of consumers and businesses with an extensive range of custom-built, award-winning enthusiast PCs, laptops, professional workstations, servers, and small business solutions.

Capabilities/Core Competencies

Velocity Micro specializes in:

- Custom Desktops powered by Intel Core and Xeon processors
- Workstations featuring AMD Ryzen, Threadripper, and Epyc processors
- GPU computing servers and workstations with NVIDIA Geforce, Quadro, or Tesla
- Rack mount 1U, 2U, and 4U solutions
- High performance laptops and desktop replacements
- Custom storage and web servers
- Specialized desktop and server project

Key Differentiators

US-based Support – All products include in house lifetime technical support and onsite warranty repair options
Performance tuning – Each system we ship is tuned to maximum performance with custom BIOS settings, drivers, and Windows optimizations
Build Quality – From our meticulous wiring process to 200-point checklist, each PC is built to the highest standards
Customization – No other PC builder offers the level of flexibility and customization as does Velocity Micro. We design our products to fit your needs.

Customers

- Los Alamos National Lab
- Argonne National Lab
- Social Security Administration
- MIT
- NOAA
- US Department of Defense
- Yale
- NASA
- TSA
- Johns Hopkins
- FBI
- National Weather Service
- Princeton
- DEA
- Naval Research Lab
- Naval Surface Warfare Center
- Adobe
- Stanford
- HCA
- HAR
- AMD
- Hulu
- HOK
- Sotawall
- U Penn
- Raytheon
- General Dynamics
- Adobe
- HCA
- MIT
- Yale
- Johns Hopkins
- Harvard
- Stanford
- Princeton
- Los Alamos National Lab
- MIT
- AMD
- Hulu
- Sotawall
- U Penn
- Raytheon
- General Dynamics

NAICS Codes

- 334111 – Electronic Computer Manufacturing
- 334118 – Computer Terminal Manufacturing

Partnerships / Certifications

- Intel Technology Provider Platinum Partner
- NVIDIA Preferred Solution Provider
- Microsoft Certified Partner
- AMD Partner Program

Accepting

POs, Credit Cards (Visa, Discover, Mastercard), EFT/Wire, Check

Velocity Micro products are fully assembled, tested, and supported in our facility in Richmond, VA using some components of overseas origins. Velocity Micro is 100% privately owned and based in the USA.